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Agenda
Sentencing Subgroup – September 9th, 2015
1. Introduction – Justice Bryner
2. Review of drivers of Alaska’s sentenced population
a. Increasing felony length of stay (primary topic of today’s meeting)
i. Average felony length of stay up across nonviolent offense categories – up 13% for property
offenders; up 16% for drug offenders; up 57% for alcohol offenders; and up 91% for public order
offenders
ii. Average felony length of stay up across violent offense categories – up 17% for person
offenders; and up 84% for sex offenders
b. High number of nonviolent misdemeanor admissions
i. 82% of prison admissions are misdemeanants; 60% of prison admissions are nonviolent
misdemeanants
ii. Limited use of prison alternatives outside of probation
3. Review of the research around length of stay and recidivism
a. Longer prison stays do not reduce recidivism more than shorter prison stays.—Studies attempting to
assess the impact of time served on offenders with similar characteristics who serve different lengths of
stay in prison have found no significant effect, positive or negative, of longer prison terms on recidivism
rates.1
4. Policy discussions around felony length of stay
a. Drug offenses
b. Property offenses
c. Presumptive sentencing system
d. Sex offenses
e. Geriatric prison population
5. Public comment

**Discussion draft – not for distribution**
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Drug Offenses
Overview of Alaska’s drug offender population. —
Sentenced Inmates by Offense Category,
July 1, 2014

Drug Inmates by MICS Level, July 1,
2014
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*misconduct involving a controlled substance
MICS 1 (N=5) – includes continuing criminal enterprise2
MICS 2 (N=70) – includes manufacture, sale, possession with intent to sell opiates; manufacture of meth3
MICS 3 (N=54) – includes manufacture, sale, possession with intent to sell cocaine, spice; sale of meth4
MICS 4 (N=76) – includes possession of any amount of opiates, cocaine, meth and higher weights of tranquilizers, cough
syrup; manufacture, sale, possession with intent to sell tranquilizers, cough syrup5
MICS 5 (N=2) – includes possession of lower weights of tranquilizers, cough syrup6

What we know about Alaska’s drug offender population.—




In 2014, there were 207 people in prison for drug related offenses; of those, 205 were in for felony offenses.
In the past 10 years, length of stay for Alaska’s felony drug offenders has increased by 16%.
In the past 10 years, admissions to prison for drug offenses has grown by 35%, driven in large part by a 68%
increase in admissions for MICS 4 offenders (felony c) and 58% growth for MICS 2 (felony a) offenders.

What the research says about lengthy drug sentences.—
Low deterrent value. Research shows that the chances of a typical drug dealer being caught during a transaction are
about 1 in 15,000. With such a low risk of detection, drug dealers on the street are unlikely to be deterred by the remote
possibility of long prison terms.7
Little impact on recidivism. Studies show that for many offenders, serving longer sentences has little impact on
recidivism.8 In addition, severe punishments such as felony convictions and prison terms may have criminogenic effects,
causing offenders to be more likely to commit crimes in the future.9 Research indicates this may be especially true for
drug offenders.10
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Comparison drug offense grids.—
Heroin
Amount
Alaska11
Possession ( base offense)
Any amount
[0 – 2] – 5* years
rd
Possession (3 felony offense)
Any amount
3 – 5* years

North Carolina12

Iowa13

4 – 6 mos probation

0 – 1 year (misd)

8 – 10 mos probation or jail
“serious or violent criminal
history”
Sale, possession with intent, manufacture or delivery (base offense)
<100g
[5 – 8] – 20* years
5 – 13 mos
100g – 1kg
>1kg

0 – 5 years
(2+ prior convictions, drug
only)
0 – 10 years
0 – 25 years
0 – 50 years

Methamphetamine/Cocaine
Possession (base offense)
Any amount
[0 – 2] – 5* years
Possession (3rd felony offense)
Any amount
3 – 5* years

4 – 6 mos probation

8 – 10 mos probation or jail
“serious or violent criminal
history”
Sale, possession with intent, manufacture or delivery (base offense)
<100g
[1 – 3] – 10* years
5 – 13 mos
*manufacture of meth:
*manufacture of meth
100g – 500g
[5 -8] – 20* years
58 – 73 months
>500g
*Alaska has a mitigator for small quantities of drugs.

0 – 1 year (misd)
0 – 5 years?

0 – 10 years
0 – 25 years
0 – 50 years

Drug Offense Policy Options
Reclassify simple possession.–
Alaska currently classifies simple possession of any amount of opiates, methamphetamine or cocaine (class IA and IIA)
and higher-weight amounts of spice, LSD, and tranquilizers (classes IIIA, IVA, VA, VIA) as a class c felony.
Thirteen states classify simple possession as a misdemeanor, including Tennessee, West Virginia, California, Wyoming,
and South Carolina.14 (Some states have exempted a certain type of drug or placed restrictions on the amount of
number of offenses; others have elected to place no restrictions on the law).

Equalize penalties for distribution of opiates to those of other serious drugs.—
Alaska currently penalizes distribution of any amount of heroin as a felony a, subject to a presumptive sentence for a
first-time felony offender of 5 – 8 years. Distribution of cocaine or methamphetamine, on the other hand, is treated as a
felony b, subject to a presumptive sentence for a first-time felony offender of 1 – 3 years.
Heroin dependence appears to be growing, with addiction to the drug making up 7.5 percent of all substance use
disorders in 2013, up from 2.8 percent in 2003. However, research indicates that increasing criminal penalties for
heroin-related crimes has a limited ability to reduce demand. Instead, targeted law enforcement, alternative sentencing,
and treatment offers the best overall approach to reduce the use and consequences of heroin.15
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Property Offenses
Overview of Alaska’s property offender population.—
Sentenced Inmates by Offense Category,
July 1, 2014
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Property Inmates by Offense, July 1, 2005 and 2014
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What we know about Alaska’s property offender population.—




In July 2014, there were 377 people in prison for property related offenses; 66% were in for felony offenses.
In the past 10 years, admissions to prison for property offenses have grown by 16%, driven in large part by a
56% growth in admissions for theft 2 (felony c) offenders.
In the past 10 years, length of stay for Alaska’s felony property offenders has increased by 13%.
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What the research says about lengthy property sentences.—
Property crime rates not linked to severity of punishment.—States that have recently raised their felony theft
thresholds – the monetary amount at which a property offense qualifies as a felony – have not seen an increase in
property crime rates. In fact, many states have seen a decline in their property crime rates since raising their felony theft
thresholds. Kansas, for example, which raised its felony theft threshold to $1,000 in 2004, has seen 27 percent decline in
its crime rate (to the most recent year for which crime data is available – 2013).16 South Carolina, which raised its theft
threshold to $2,000 in 2010, saw an 8 percent drop in property crime from 2010 to 2013.17

Comparison property offense grids. —
Theft
Theft Amount
0 - $250
$250 - $500
$500 - $750
$750 - $1000
$1000 - $1250
$1250 - $1500
$1500 - $1750
$1750 – $2000
$2000 - $2250
$2250 - $2500
$2500 - $5000
$5000 - $10000
<$10000
<$25000

Alaska18
0 – 30 days (misd)
$250 - $750
0 – 1 year (misd)
$750 - $25,000
0 – 5 years

Wisconsin19
≤$2,500
0 – 1 year (misd)

South Carolina20
≤$2,000
0 – 30 days (misd)

Utah21
≤$500
0 – 6 mos (misd)
$500 - $1,500
0 – 1 year (misd)

$1,500 - $5,000
0 – 5 years
$2,000 – $10,000
0 - 5 years

0 – 10 years

0 – 3.5 years
0 – 6 years
≥$10,000
0 – 10 years

≥$5,000
1 – 15 years
≥$10,000
0 – 10 years

Burglary
Conduct
Person enters or remains unlawfully in a
dwelling that is occupied with intent to commit
a crime
Person enters and remains unlawfully in a
dwelling that is unoccupied with intent to
commit a crime
Person enters or remains unlawfully in any
building with intent to commit a crime

See next page for policy options.

Alaska22
[1 – 3] – 10
years
(base offense)

[0 -2] – 5
(base offense)

North Carolina23
51 – 64 months
(w/no or very limited
criminal history)
10 – 13 months
(w/no or very limited
criminal history)
4 – 6 months
(w/ no or very limited
criminal history)

Iowa24
0 – 10 years
(aggravated: 0 – 25
years)
0 – 5 years
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Property Offense Policy Options
Raise the felony theft threshold.—
Alaska currently sets its felony theft threshold at $750, having raised the threshold from $500 last year. (This threshold
affects the three largest offenses within Alaska’s property offender population – theft, vehicle theft, and criminal
mischief.) Even after this raise, Alaska still ranks among the bottom two-thirds of states with the lowest felony
thresholds.25
Since 2005, at least 26 states and the District of Columbia have raised their felony theft threshold, including Mississippi
(2014), South Carolina (2010), and Washington (2009).26

Differentiate between burglary of occupied and unoccupied dwellings.—
While Alaska does differentiate burglary of a non-dwelling (i.e. commercial building, garage), Alaska does not currently
treat burglaries of occupied residences different from burglaries of unoccupied residences. A number of states (including
North Carolina and Iowa – above) have differentiated those crimes to account for the varying severity levels.
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Alaska’s presumptive sentencing system (non-sex
offenses)
Overview of Alaska’s current presumptive sentencing system.—
Numbers in brackets indicate the presumptive sentence; numbers out of brackets indicate the statutory range.
Offense
No prior felony
One prior felony
Two prior felonies
A Felony*
[5 – 8] – 20
[10 –14] – 20
15 – 20
B Felony
[1 – 3] – 10
[4 – 7] – 10
6 – 10
C Felony
[0 – 2] – 5
[2 – 4] – 5
3–5
* Not including attempted murder 1, misconduct involving a controlled substance 1, kidnapping, murder 2, or murder 1.

Percentage of Offenders Sentenced At, Below, and Above Presumptive
Range for Active Sentence,
by Felony Level
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40%
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30%
20%

16%

10%
10%
4%

2%

0%
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27

Note that A, B, and C felony offenders with two prior felony convictions cannot be sentenced above the presumptive
range. Additionally, C felony offenders with no prior felony convictions cannot be sentenced below the presumptive
range.
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Options to revise Alaska’s presumptive ranges and statutory maximums
In the last five years, a number of states and other jurisdictions have enacted policies amending their sentencing
systems with the intent to reduce offenders’ length of stay in prison. Earlier this year, for example, Utah (2015) directed
the state’s Sentencing Commission to revise its current guidelines to reduce the recommended length of stay by 4 – 6
months for offenses in lower-level crime categories.28 Similarly, the U.S. Sentencing Commission (2014) lowered the
federal drug sentencing guidelines by two levels, affecting an estimated 46,000 drug offenders, and reducing sentences
by an average of 19%, or more than 2 years.29

Option 1: Reduce non-sex felony presumptive sentences and statutory ranges by 1 to 2 years
for B, C felonies.—
Offense
A Felony
B Felony
C Felony

No prior felony
[5 – 8] – 20
[1 – 2] - 8
[0 – 1] – 4

One prior felony
[10 –14] – 20
[3 – 6] – 8
[1 – 3] – 4

Two prior felonies
15 – 20
4–8
2–4

Option 2: Increase judges’ sentencing discretion by dropping presumptive sentencing floors.—
Offense
A Felony
B Felony
C Felony

No prior felony
[0 – 8] – 20
[0 – 3] – 10
[0 – 2] – 5

One prior felony
[0 –14] – 20
[0 – 7] – 10
[0 – 4] – 5

Two prior felonies
0 – 20
0 – 10
0–5

Option 3: Maintain sentences for offenders with prior violent offenses, while reducing penalty
ranges for offenders with less severe criminal histories.—
# of Felonies
A felony
B felony
C felony

No prior
[1 – 3] – 10
[0 – 2] – 5
[0 – 1] – 2

1 prior nonviolent
[4 – 7] – 15
[2 - 4] - 8
[1 – 18mos] - 4

2 prior nonviolent
[5 – 10] – 15
[3 – 5] – 8
1–4

Prior Criminal Records of Sampled Offenders,
by Severity

2+ fel
16%

No prior
record
22%

1 prior fel
17%
1-3 misds
24%
4+ misd
21%

30

1 prior violent
[10 –14] – 20
[4 – 7] – 10
[2 – 4] – 5

2 prior violent
15 – 20
6 – 10
3–5
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Sex Offenses
Overview of Alaska’s sex offender population.—




In July 2014, there were 581 people in prison on sex offenses; all but 10 of them were in for felony offenses.
In the past 10 years, admissions for sex offenses have dropped by 35%
However, length of stay during that period has grown by 86%, leading to a 38% growth of the sex offender
population in prison.

Alaska’s sex offender sentencing system.—
In the past 10 years, sentences for sex offenders in Alaska (both mininums and maximums) have more than doubled.
Offense
200531
Today
Sexual assault 3, incest, indecent exposure 1, possess child porn; attempt to commit sexual assault 2, sexual assault of a
minor 2, exploit minor, or distribution of child pornography
No prior felony
[1 – 2] – 10 years
[2 – 12] – 99 years
One prior felony
[2 – 5] – 10 years
[8 – 15] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense [3 – 6] – 10 years
[12 – 20] – 99 years
Two prior felonies
[3 – 6] – 10 years
[15 – 25] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense 6 – 10 years
99 years
Sexual assault 2, sexual assault of a minor 2, exploit minor, distribution of child pornography
No prior felony
[2 – 4] – 20 years
[5 – 15] – 99 years
One prior felony
[5 – 8] – 20 years
[10 – 25] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense [10 – 14] – 20 years
[15 – 30] – 99 years
Two prior felonies
[10 – 14] – 20 years
[20 – 35] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense 15 – 20 years
99 years
32
Attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation of sexual assault 1, sex abuse of a minor 1
No prior felony
[5 – 8] – 30 years
[15 – 30] – 99 years if V 13 or more
[20 – 30] – 99 If V less than 13
No prior felony aggravated
[10 – 14] – 30 years
[25 – 35] – 99
One prior felony
[12 – 16] – 30 years
[25 – 35] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense [15 – 20] – 30 years
[30 – 40] – 99 years
Two prior felonies
[15 – 25] – 30 years
[35 – 50] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense 20 – 30 years
99 years
Sexual assault 1, sex abuse minor 1
No prior felony
[8 – 12] – 99 years
[20 – 30] – 99 years if V 13 or more
[25 – 35] – 99 years if V less than 13
No prior felony aggravated
[12 – 16] – 99 years
[25 – 35] – 99 years
One prior felony
[15 – 20] – 99 years
[30 – 40] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense [20 – 30] – 99 years
[35 – 45] – 99 years
Two prior felonies
[25 – 35] – 99 years
[40 – 60] – 99 years
Prior felony was a sex offense [30 – 40] – 99 years
99 years
*Additional sentence aggravators exist for possession with a firearm, use of a dangerous instrument, serious injury, and
cases in which the victim was under 13.
See next page for research on sex offender populations.
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What the research says about sex offender populations.—
Low risk of recidivism compared to other offender types. Studies have consistently shown that sex offenders recidivate
at much lower levels than other types of offenders.33 An Alaska Judicial Council study of recidivism in Alaska in 2008 and
2009 found that sex offenders had substantially lower rates of rearrest within one year than other offense groups (see
chart below). The same study found that sex offenders were reconvicted for a new sex offense within two years at a rate
of 2%.34
Rearrest rates within one year, according to type of underlying offense
Violent offenses
36%
Other
36%
Property offenses
34%
Drug offenses
24%
Alcohol offenses
21%
Sex offenses
18%
Treatment interventions have been shown to be successful. A cost-benefit analysis conducted by the Washington State
Institute for Public Policy (WSIPP) compiling all credible evaluations of sex offender treatment found that in-prison
treatment had a cost-benefit ratio of $1.87 (i.e. for every dollar spent on treatment, there was a $1.87 returned in
benefits to the state and state residents), while community-based treatment had greater returns – $6.36 in benefits.35
(Note that the WSIPP analyses include outcomes outside of recidivism, including victimization rates).
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Geriatric Inmate Population
Overview of Alaska’s geriatric inmate population.—
The number of offenders aged 51 and older in Alaska’s prisons has more than doubled in the past 10 years, growing
faster than any other age group.
Individuals in the DOC on July 1, 2005 and 2014, by Age Group
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18-25
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What the research says about geriatric inmate populations.—
Very low risk to recidivate.—Researchers have consistently found that age is one of the most significant predictors of
criminality, with criminal or delinquent activity peaking in late adolescence and decreasing as a person ages. Studies on
parolee recidivism find the probability of parole violations decrease with age, with older parolees the least likely group
to be re-incarcerated.36
Costly population to incarcerate.—Compared with their younger peers, older inmates have higher rates of both mild
and serious health conditions, leading to much greater medical needs. Because of these increased needs, prisons
nationwide spend about two to three times more to incarcerate geriatric individuals than younger inmates.37

Geriatric inmate policy options
Implement a geriatric parole provision. —
Alaska currently has a special medical parole provision for offenders who are “severely medically or cognitively
disabled”38; however, only 10 inmates have applied under the provision in the last 2 years, and only 2 have been granted
parole.39
A number of states, including Virginia, Maryland, and Mississippi, have implemented geriatric release provisions,
whereby offenders over a certain age who have served a set number of years, but who would otherwise not be parole
eligible, are automatically brought before the parole board for a geriatric parole hearing. These offenders do not need to
prove medical illness or incapacitation to be released under geriatric parole.
In Virginia, eligible offenders are those over age 60 who have served at least 10 years or offenders over age 65 years
who have served at least 5 years of their sentence.40 Mississippi, similarly, establishes geriatric parole for offenders who
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are at least 60 years old and have been incarcerated for at least 10 years, as well as having served at least one-fourth of
their sentence.41 In Maryland, eligible prisoners must be 65 and have served at least 15 years of their sentence.42
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